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ABSTRACT Fog computing is an architectural style in which network components between devices and
the cloud execute application-specific logic. We present the first review on fog computing within healthcare
informatics, and explore, classify, and discuss different application use cases presented in the literature. For
that, we categorize applications into use case classes and list an inventory of application-specific tasks that
can be handled by fog computing. We discuss on which level of the network such fog computing tasks can
be executed, and provide tradeoffs with respect to requirements relevant to healthcare. Our review indicates
that: 1) there is a significant number of computing tasks in healthcare that require or can benefit from fog
computing principles; 2) processing on higher network tiers is required due to constraints in wireless devices
and the need to aggregate data; and 3) privacy concerns and dependability prevent computation tasks to be
completely moved to the cloud. These findings substantiate the need for a coherent approach toward fog
computing in healthcare, for which we present a list of recommended research and development actions.

INDEX TERMS Body sensor networks, fog computing, healthcare, health informationmanagement, internet
of things, sensor devices, wireless sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
As Topol writes in The Creative Destruction of Medicine [1],
healthcare stands before its most fundamental changes ever.
One driver of these changes is wireless sensor technology.
Besides giving access to an increasing number of biometric
parameters, sensors are also getting smaller, so that they can
be worn without obstructing everyday life. This is impor-
tant when data needs to be collected continuously. The
BioStamp [2], for instance, is a sensor the size of a band-
aid that can measure various biometric signals and simply be
attached to the skin. Further, Kang et. al [3] describe an opti-
mized technique to print sensors directly onto adhesive film
that can be attached to skin. Contact lenses also offer possi-
bilities of sensing a number of biometrics [4]. Such advances
promote a scenario in which patients are instrumented with
dozens of sensors. In addition comes the abundance of fitness
trackers. They foreshadow a future in which each human,
regardless of health status, is continuously monitored.

Sensory data is only useful if we can derive insights from it.
Such insights are provided by other drivers in healthcare,
like big data and machine learning, the accuracy of which
will soon exceed that of humans [5]. Apart from auto-
matic or assisted analysis of medical images, big data analysis

can be used to study the effectiveness of treatments, iden-
tify patients at risk for chronic diseases, ensure that patients
adhere to treatment plans, optimize processes and personalize
care [6].

To monitor patients at this scale, sensors need to be wear-
able and wireless. This constraints their size, and influences
the amount of energy, memory and processing capacity that
they can offer. In addition, data is only valuable in context
and needs to be aggregated from several sensors. Sensors
therefore send it to other, more capable computing devices
for analysis, aggregation and storage. The wireless ECG
monitoring system IntelliVue from Philips [7] for instance,
requires its own installation of access points and network
switches in order to seamlessly forward ECG data to cen-
tral servers. However, such vertical approaches do not scale.
When many patients should be instrumented, each requiring
a high number of sensors, these cannot be supported by their
own, dedicated infrastructure, as such individual infrastruc-
tures are expensive and hard to maintain.

The Internet of Things (IoT) offers an alternative
approach. Sensor devices can use a common infrastructure to
forward their data to more comprehensive applications, using
standardized protocols such as 6LoWPAN [8] over IPv6 [9].
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Connectivity is provided by border routers, that connect
the wireless resource-constrained nodes to existing network
infrastructures. This enables a device-to-cloud architecture in
which the infrastructure between device and cloud is only
used as a communication channel. Cloud computing frees the
sensors from battery-draining computing tasks and provides
virtually unlimited resources. The cloud is also one possible
place where data from different sensors can be aggregated,
enabling the large-scale data sets required by the analysis
tasks mentioned above.

For many applications within health informatics, however,
such a simplistic sensor-to-cloud architecture is not feasible.
In some cases, regulations do not allow to store patient data
outside the hospital. For some applications, relying entirely
on remote data centers is also unacceptable because of patient
safety in case of network and data center failures.

One possible solution to bridge the gap between sensors
and analytics in health informatics is fog computing. This
is an architectural style for distributed systems in which
application-specific logic resides not only in data centers (the
cloud) or the devices closest to the users, but also in the
infrastructure components between them. Examples of such
infrastructure components are gateways, routers and access
points. This added flexibility of computation opens new
possibilities for solving healthcare challenges. Better patient
mobility and increased integration will enable uninterrupted
monitoring as introduced above, and also enable entirely new
applications, as discussed later.

We observe an increasing number of publications on
fog computing principles in general, including applications
within healthcare. In most cases, however, little effort is spent
to discuss where computation tasks should be placed, or the
tradeoffs between different requirements. To advance the
application of fog computing in healthcare, it is important to
understand such tradeoffs holistically, taking into account the
diverse requirements of several, interacting applications and
the vision of future medicine as outlined above. This raises
three questions:

• Which computational tasks in health informatics can be
processed by fog computing?

• Which are potential locations in the Internet of Things
where these tasks can be executed?

• Which are the tradeoffs to consider when placing com-
putational tasks in the system?

To find answers to these questions, we performed a sys-
tematic review of pervasive health applications relevant for
fog computing. We conducted a broad search within interna-
tional journals, conferences and workshops, using the sources
listed in Table 1. We looked for papers addressing per-
sonal sensor network applications in general, and wireless
healthcare applications in particular. To identify relevant pub-
lications, we set up three groups of search terms, summa-
rized in Table 2. The first two groups encompass the terms
that the authors use to describe the network topology and
the architecture, respectively. They set the technical bound-
aries for the study. The third group of terms addresses the

TABLE 1. Sources used in the search of relevant publications.

different phrases that are used to describe healthcare in a
wireless or mobile setting. Whenever we found a paper that
used a new term relevant to our study, we added that term to
the corresponding group, and conducted a new search to find
other publications using the same phrase.

The search resulted in 163 papers, published between
2005 and 2016, that we found relevant to our study after
reading the abstracts. Out of this pool, we discarded 73 after
conducting a full-text review. From the papers left, we identi-
fied the network topologies and requirements of the solutions,
and extracted 24 relevant use cases for further analysis. The
sources of these use cases are listed in Table 1.

Previous reviews have addressed the thematic of health-
care related to wireless sensor networks [10] and body area
networks [11], the Internet of Things [12], ubiquitous and per-
vasive computing [13] and mobile computing [14]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there has not yet been a survey
of fog computing within healthcare.

Our review and discussion contributes the following:
• An overview of benefits and challenges of fog comput-
ing.

• A review of healthcare applications and the computing
tasks that are relevant for fog computing.

• An overview of network and device types in different
deployment scenarios.

• A review of where fog computing tasks are placed.
• A discussion of the tradeoffs when placing fog comput-
ing tasks, with respect to requirements in healthcare.

• A list of recommended research and development
actions.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. II, we will
present the concept of fog computing and list the main char-
acteristics and benefits discussed in literature. In Sect. III,
we present some of the trends and challenges in healthcare,
and provide an overview of medical sensors and actuators and
their technical requirements. In Sect. IV, we survey health-
care applications, categorized based on deployment scenario
and use case class, and provide an inventory of computation
tasks that are suitable for fog computing. In Sect. V we
provide an overview of the most relevant technologies for
wireless health. We then analyze the architecture of applica-
tions in literature, and find out in which hierarchy levels of
the network fog computing tasks are executed. In Sect. VI
we discuss the benefits and challenges of the applications
and architectures we have reviewed, and discuss selected
tradeoffs. We conclude with an overview of the current state
of research, and outline further research and development
demands for applying fog computing within healthcare.
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TABLE 2. Terms used in search for relevant publications.

II. FOG COMPUTING
The term fog computing was initially coined by industry [15]
as a metaphor for the main architectural idea behind it: fog is
somewhere between the cloud (data centers) and the ground,
where the users’ devices are located. A term often used
synonymously is edge computing, describing tasks that are
placed at the edge of the network in contrast to the cloud.
Note that the term edge can refer to different tiers of the
architecture. In an industrial setting, edge often refers to
nodes in a production plant and resides on premisses with the
user, for instance as part of a machine controller or a network
gateway [16]. ETSI’s terminology [17] takes the perspective
of internet service providers, referring to edge as the border of
the operator’s network, like for instance an LTE base station.
Our understanding of fog covers both of these perspectives.

The main characteristic of fog computing is its topology,
i.e., the geographically distributed nodes that perform compu-
tation and offer storage and network services. Fog computing
resources can be integrated into access points, routers and
network gateways alongside the generic network functions.
There may also be dedicated fog computing nodes, like the
mobile edge computing (MEC) servers deployed at LTE base
stations and access points described by ETSI [17]. Other
devices can be dedicated gateways deployed at home, like
home automation hubs. The specific types of tasks that fog
computing performs depend on the specific application and
domain. In general, tasks contain filtering, aggregating, ana-
lyzing and temporarily storing data.

Fog computing can be performed on a single fog com-
puting node or on several nodes jointly. This can improve
scalability and provide redundancy and elasticity, adding
more fog nodes when more computing power is needed.
Mechanisms like virtualization and sand-boxing can be used
to execute applications, which is why fog computing shares
many of the principles of cloud computing. Central to fog
computing is the concept of computation offloading, which
has been treated in research for instance by cloudlets [18],
and can also be found in what is called mobile cloud [19].
Similarly, crowd computing focuses on the utilization of dis-
tributed computation power provided by, for instance, mobile
devices [20].

There is a consensus in literature that fog computing is not
intended to replace cloud computing, but rather view it as an
perfect ally [21] or an extension [15] of it. [22] also points out
how many of the technologies and properties like elasticity
used for cloud computing also apply for fog computing.

In the following, we explain and exemplify the benefits
of fog computing mentioned in literature. We discuss and
evaluate these benefits with respect to healthcare later.

A. REDUCED LATENCY
Compared to a device-to-cloud architecture, placing pro-
cessing closer to the devices can reduce the latency since
the physical distance is shorter and potential response time
in a data center can be removed. Compared to a device-
only architecture, latency can be reduced since computation-
intensive tasks that take a long time on resource-constrained
sensor devices can be moved to more capable fog comput-
ing nodes. The motivation can also be to keep the latency
predictable [23].

B. PRIVACY
Compared to the device-to-cloud architecture, fog computing
can reduce the propagation of data, for instance by analyzing
sensitive data on a local gateway instead of a data center
outside of the control of the user. This can improve the privacy
of user data [24].

C. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
There are several ways how fog computing can improve
energy efficiency within sensor devices. First, gateways
can serve as communication proxies, so that devices can
increase the length of their sleep cycles. During the sleep
mode, the gateway takes care of any requests or updates,
which are then processed when the sensor device wakes up.
Second, energy-intensive computations and other services
can be offloaded from the battery-driven nodes [23].

D. BANDWIDTH
In comparison to a device-to-cloud architecture, fog com-
puting can reduce the volume of data to be sent into data
centers. This can happen in several ways: Raw data can be
filtered, analyzed, pre-processed or compressed so that only
a reduced amount of data needs to be forwarded [25], [26].
Local nodes can also answer requests from devices based on
locally cached data, so that communication with data centers
is not necessary at all [27].

E. SCALABILITY
Fog computing can improve the scalability of a sys-
tem. Local computation can reduce the load from
more centralized resources, and be expanded as needed.
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Vaquero and Rodero-Merino [24] refers to this as
‘‘mini-clouds.’’

F. DEPENDABILITY
Fog computing can increase system dependability in
two ways. It can be a means to realize redundancy, by letting
several nodes in the network provide the same functionality.
It can also execute computation closer to the sensor nodes,
so that they are less dependent on the availability of a network
connection to more centralized resources [21].

G. CONTEXT
In some cases, a fog computing node is the first node in a
network that has enough overview to reason about a situation
and the context of data. An example is a system that induces
the current activity of medical staff from the location and
activity of several devices [28].

III. WIRELESS HEALTH INFORMATICS
We briefly review the current challenges in healthcare,
give an overview of the variety of sensors and their
requirements.

A. CHALLENGES FOR HEALTHCARE
Healthcare systems in most countries face enormous chal-
lenges that will increase due to aging population and the
rise of chronic diseases. Many countries also experience a
growing nursing staff shortage. At the same time, there is a
demand to reduce costs while maintaining high-quality care
to patients [29]. As a consequence, healthcare industry pro-
motes an information-centric healthcare delivery model [30].
Part of this delivery model enables remote monitoring of
patients, which leads to increased accessibility, quality, effi-
ciency, and continuity of healthcare to patients, and also
reduces the overall cost of healthcare [31].

Today, much time is wasted in hospitals by manually
measuring biometric parameters and transferring the data
between systems, often involving pen and paper. Remote
monitoring will free time for caretakers. Other improvements
include automated supervision that can replace manual super-
vision. Bertini et al. [32] report benefits of remote moni-
toring compared to in-hospital follow-ups, including even a
positive impact on survival. Another area is the improve-
ment of processes within the hospital. Many processes are
planned manually, and therefore done sequentially, instead
of using resources more effectively. In addition, sensors will
make it simpler to gain correct information about the current
status and location of equipment, caretakers and patients.
Sensors will also provide a more precise picture of patients,
as they can capture data continuously and allow an insight
into increasing variety of biometric parameters. This will
revolutionize diagnostics and treatment. Topol [1] calls this
‘‘digitizing humans.’’ Once this new picture of patients is
matched with analytical techniques, new insights will trans-
form early detections, diagnostics, medication and treatment
of diseases. One precondition for this is that data is not treated

in isolated silos, but that it is combined with other sources and
seen in context.

Another trend is the departure from reactive treatment,
where patients are treated in a hospital only after an incident,
towards a more preventive medicine [33]. This starts by mon-
itoring healthy people, to keep them out of hospital for as long
as possible. Additionally, increasing the possibilities to mon-
itor patients at home facilitates releasing them earlier from
the hospital. In general, this means that the borders between
hospital, home, and other points of care get increasingly
blurred: healthcare happens continuously and everywhere.

B. MEDICAL DEVICES: WIRELESS
SENSORS AND ACTUATORS
There is a wide variety of sensors, in different stages of tech-
nology readiness. Tanaka et al. [34], for instance, developed
an incontinence sensor integrated in diapers. The sensor uses
urine as an electrolyte between two electrodes, which allows
it to send an ID signal with a range of 5 meters once coming
into contact with urine. A similar principle is used for drug
prescription. A digestible microchip the size of a sand particle
is integrated into a pill that generates a signal once in contact
with digestive juices [35]. This signal is detected by a skin
patch, which relays it further to a mobile phone. Examples for
actuators are hearing aids, medication dispensers (both intra-
and extra-body) or pace makers. The iPill from Philips [36],
for instance, is a small device swallowed by a patient, which
senses the acidity of its surroundings, in order to release drugs
via a pump at the right place in the gut.

C. REQUIREMENTS OF HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS
All of the potential benefits of fog computing listed
in Sect. II are relevant for healthcare. We now exemplify the
corresponding requirements and, where appropriate, quantify
them.

1) BANDWIDTH
The bitrates of different physiological signals depend on
the number of leads, the quantization step-size of the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in bits, and the sampling
frequency [37]. Body temperature, for instance, requires only
a low sampling frequency of 0.2 Hz. With a 12-bit ADC, this
results in a bitrate of 2.4 bit/s [38]. Blood pressure sampled at
120 Hz with 12-bit ADC yields 1.44 kbit/s [38]. Pulse oxime-
try needs to be sampled at 600 Hz and requires 7.2 kbit/s [38].
Electrocardiograms (ECG) usually require more than one
lead. For clinical applications, a 5-lead ECG needs between
36 to 216 kbit/s, depending on the sampling rate and step
size [37], [39]. Electromyograms (EMG) represent electrical
signals generated bymuscles and can be used in several appli-
cations such as food chewing recognition [40] and prosthetic
finger control improvement [41]. These use cases require a
bandwidth of at least 20.48 kbit/s and 96 kbit/s, respectively.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) measures electrical activities
from the brain and requires a lot of leads. A 192-lead EEG can
demand 921.6 kbit/s bandwidth. This shows that the bitrates
of physiological signals vary considerably.
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2) LATENCY
With regard to latency, the requirements also vary consider-
ably with the intended use for the data. For ECG, Alesanco
andGarcía [39] found through experiments with cardiologists
that latencies of up to 2 to 4 seconds in real-time moni-
toring are acceptable. These are relatively lax requirements
from a technical point of view. Stricter requirements are
necessary for applications within the realm of the Tactile
Internet [42], for instance for the control of exoskeletons
which allow paralyzed patients to walk. Other examples with
latency constraints come from telehealth applications operat-
ing in rural areas, where the network infrastructure itself is
often restricted [43].

3) ENERGY-EFFICIENCY
Energy-efficiency is a major concern, because replacing
batteries impedes the use of sensors. While some in-body
sensors rely on energy-harvesting, either by heat or kinetic
energy [11], some sensors may require an operation of the
patient when a battery needs replacement.

4) DEPENDABILITY
Depending on what data is used for, system failures have
different consequences, from minor inconvenience to serious
threat to the patients’ lives. Thus, dependability is one of
the most important requirements to consider, tightly intercon-
nected with resilience against security threats.

5) SECURITY
Because of the sensitivity of patient data and the potentially
severe consequences of tampered or manipulated devices and
systems, the security requirements in healthcare are high.
With respect to remote monitoring, increased connectivity
of devices results in larger attack surfaces. This requires
procedures for detection and fixes of security vulnerabili-
ties that are complex. Requirements go beyond technologies
implemented in the devices and surrounding systems, but also
require routines that need to be in place in organizations,
regulators and manufacturers. See, for instance, [44] for an
overview.

6) INTEROPERABILITY
Systems, even when provided by different vendors, should
be interoperable with each other. This is often not the case.
Cardiology patients, for instance, who should be transported
between hospitals andwho require closemonitoring via ECG,
need to be attached to different equipment during the transfer
due to incompatibilities [37].

D. THE VISION OF FOG COMPUTING IN HEALTHCARE
The apparentmatch between healthcare challenges, the result-
ing requirements, and the benefits of fog computing as pre-
sented in literature suggests a potential for fog computing as
a driver for pervasive, ubiquitous computing in healthcare:

1) FLEXIBILITY OF COMPUTATION LOCUS
Where scalability, privacy and dependability issues prevent
a cloud-only solution, fog computing can offer the needed
computational resources within the network to meet both
regulatory and technical requirements. For such approaches
to be effective, it is not only important to have computational
resources between sensors and cloud, but also to optimally
manage them. This includes transparency of execution for
application, as well as a flexibility regarding where compu-
tation can be executed. With fog computing, the location can
be dynamic and depend on the current context, environment
and application requirements.

2) INTEGRATION
In the current landscape, the introduction of new sensor
devices often requires the simultaneous introduction of a
support infrastructure. An example is the heart rate moni-
toring system mentioned in the introduction, which requires
dedicated infrastructure. This is a considerable burden when
introducing new, innovative devices. Within a fog computing
architecture, new sensors can be added to the existing infras-
tructure. Fog computing can also serve as a compatibility
layer to translate between various standards.

3) PATIENT MOBILITY
Application-specific infrastructure also limits the area where
patients can be monitored. This is especially relevant when
patients are about to leave the highly instrumented infrastruc-
ture of a hospital. Current use cases often do not cover this
transition, which can effectively prolong a patient’s stay at
the hospital. With fog computing resources in place, the tran-
sitions between different environments can be managed more
gradually.

4) NEW APPLICATIONS
Fog computing will also enable entirely new applications:
By adding higher levels of autonomy and intelligence at the
edge, fog computing will provide latency and response time
improvements, as well as energy savings for wearable and
low-cost devices, while performing complex tasks such as
fall detection [45]. The next generation of healthcare devices
will replace costly and complex devices, without resorting
to simple algorithms with limited accuracy. These devices
will be enabled by fog computing, ultimately leading to the
‘‘Internet of Healthcare Things.’’

IV. HEALTH APPLICATIONS
In this section, we start with a description of deployment
scenarios, give concrete examples of each type of scenario,
and categorize healthcare applications into different use case
classes. We then present an inventory of computation tasks
that are candidates for fog computing.
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FIGURE 1. Deployment scenarios in healthcare. Devices are used in different network layers. Examples are sensors and actuators, gateways, routers,
access points, servers and data centers. We distinguish between devices and infrastructure owned or controlled by the health institutions (grey), and
devices and infrastructure owned or controlled by the patient (white).

A. DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS
From the reviewed papers, we extracted five deployment
scenarios, illustrated in Fig. 1. The scenarios differ in terms
of involved users and stakeholders, devices and connectivity:

• Mobile: In this scenario, the mobile phones of users act
as hub between sensor devices and cloud.

• Home Treatment:When at home, connectivity is often
provided through the patient’s internet access. This has
influence on device ownership, required usability and
maintainability, and how disturbances can be mitigated.

• Hospital: Within a hospital, devices are often propri-
etary, and are usually owned and maintained by the hos-
pital itself. The systems are considerably more complex,
which in turn requires the users of the applications to be
qualified professionals.

• Non-Hospital Premises: Like hospitals, this sce-
nario covers professional points-of-care, but with less
staff and infrastructure. Examples are clinics, doctor’s
offices or nursing homes. Core devices are owned and
maintained by the clinic, but patients are sometimes
required to connect personal equipment to the network.

• Transport: This scenario covers connectivity in an
ambulance or helicopter. It is similar to the non-hospital
deployment scenario, but with the added complexity that
the infrastructure needs to be mobile, for instance using
a cellular connection.

.
B. EXAMPLE USE CASES FOR DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS
In the following, we present example use cases that are typ-
ical for their respective deployment scenario. They are also
illustrated in Fig. 2.

• Mobile: An example for the mobile deployment sce-
nario is the monitoring system for chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) patients in [46]. A mobile
phone acts as mobile base unit and collects data from
several sensing devices, processes it and sends it to a
back end server. The purpose of placing fog computing
on the mobile device is to increase battery life of the
wearable sensor device.

• Home Treatment: The Parkinson speech analysis solu-
tion in [47] is an example for the home deployment
scenario. A fog node is placed on the LAN-level in
the network hierarchy. Like in the mobile scenario, fog
computing is used to collect, store and process raw data,
before sending it to the cloud for permanent storage.
The main motivation for fog computing is to reduce
network traffic and latency. Another example of a home
deployment scenario is described in [48], where data
from patient- and environmental sensors are used to
detect if a patient falls, and raise alerts about gas leaks
and fires.

• Hospital: In [49] we see a typical example of a setup
used in the hospital deployment scenario. Smart shirts,
coupled with beacons, are used to monitor physiolog-
ical data and the location of patients. Fog computing
is distributed among several nodes. The data acquisi-
tion and processing board (DAPB) collects, processes
and merges data from the sensors, and sends them to
the wireless transmission board (WTB). The WTB col-
lects data from the beacon points (BPs), merge them
with the data from the DAPB and sends them in a
single packet to the management subsystem, located at
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FIGURE 2. Examples of actual deployment in heathcare. Mobile scenario: COPD Patient Monitoring [46]. Home scenario: Parkinson Speech
Analysis [47]. Hospital scenario: Vital Signs Monitoring [49]. Non-hospital scenario: Real-time Epileptic Seizure Detection [50]. Transport
scenario: Ubiquitous Emergency [51]. Fog computing nodes are marked with a black line at the bottom.

LAN level. The management subsystem uses the data
from the DAPB and BPs to monitor the medical parame-
ters of the patients, locates the patient within the hospital
and verifies if an alarm has been activated.

• Non-Hospital Premises: The real-time epileptic seizure
detection system [50] is an example of the non-hospital
deployment scenario. A three-tier architecture is pro-
posed, where filtering, preprocessing, feature extraction,
feature selection and classification of EEG patterns are
performed on the mobile device cloud (MDC), which is
placed in the middle tier. Two advantages of using fog
computing are mentioned: Providing sub-second real-
time responses with minimal communication overhead,
and reducing traffic between the local area network and
the seizure detection system located in a cloud center.

• Transport: The transport deployment scenario is used
in the ubiquitous e-health information interchange solu-
tion, described in [51]. The authors describe how
physiological and contextual data can be collected in
an emergency situation from a patient wearing a med-
ical device, and how this information can be duplicated
and shared between different devices on-site, in the
ambulance and in the hospital. Fog computing is only
concerned with the collecting and sending of data,
the complexity lies in the distribution of data among
many fog nodes.

C. USE CASE CLASSES
To facilitate our discussion, we have synthesized five use
case classes, summarized in Tab. 3. The table’s columns show

TABLE 3. Use case classes with their properties.

whether the use case class requires significant, application-
specific computing, short response times (real-time), the crit-
icality for the patient’s health, and ability to provide feedback
to control medical devices.

• Data Collection. This class of use cases only deals with
the collection of data, which is then further examined
by a doctor when needed. Examples are the logging of
training activity, weight or body posture. The criticality
of such data is low. If the system fails to log some data
points, the patient is still safe.

• Data Analysis. This class extends the data collection
with some automatic analysis of the data to gain further
insights. An example is the speech analysis for Parkin-
son’s patients [47]. Similarly to the data collection,
the criticality of the data is low. This use case, however,
requires considerable computation of data.

• Critical Analysis. These use cases analyze data for
critical conditions. Examples are cardiac monitoring via
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ECG with automatic alarms once critical situations are
detected [27]. The criticality also implies a certain max-
imum response time, i.e., real-time properties.

• Critical Control. In this class of use cases, detected
events are not only used to alert personnel, but also to
control devices. An example is a device that regulates
the amount of oxygen provided to a patient [52].

• Context Management. This class of use cases is dif-
ferent from the ones above. It merely observes patients,
devices, or employees to figure out their context and
help by improving planning or taking proper decisions.
This usually requires data analysis, but no or only lax
real-time constraints. Examples are systems to figure out
the context of healthcare workers [28].

D. COMPUTING TASKS
Table 4 lists the healthcare applications we examined,
grouped by use case classes. If an application has several
functions, we show it only once under the use case class with
the most critical requirements. The third column describes
which computing tasks are to be executed and subject to fog
computing. Column four shows to which deployment sce-
nario an application belongs. The final column summarizes
at which levels of the network fog computation happens,
explained later in Sect. V-D.

We will now illustrate some of the computation tasks listed
in Table 4. The data collection use case class is exempli-
fied by the ubiquitous emergency scenario presented in [51],
in which data is aggregated and exchanged among involved
parties only in emergency cases. As a side effect, energy
consumption due to the transmission of data is also reduced,
increasing the effective operating time of the device. The data
analysis class is exemplified by the speech tele-treatment
system for Parkinson’s patients described in [47]. The speech
analysis, performed on a local gateway, reduces processing
time and traffic to the cloud, while remote doctors can still
retrieve the analyzed data from the cloud. The critical anal-
ysis class can be seen in [50], which describes a solution
for real-time epileptic seizure detection. During a seizure,
patients are usually unable to press a button, but automatic
detection ensures that healthcare personnel is alerted and the
treatment can be started quickly. The analysis for the seizure
detection is done on local servers for low latency, while big
data analysis is offloaded to the cloud. A critical control use
case is found in [52], where an automatic oxygen-controlling
system for COPD patients is proposed. An example of the
context management class is [28], which determines the
activity of staffs based on their location and devices being
used.

V. FOG COMPUTING ARCHITECTURES
Before we discuss the placement of fog computing tasks,
we discuss the types of networks and devices typically found
in healthcare.

A. NETWORK TYPES
The reviewed pervasive health use cases employ com-
binations of four network types to bridge the gap
between medical devices and the cloud: wireless per-
sonal area networks (WPANs), wireless body area net-
works (WBANs), local area networks (LANs), and wide area
networks (WANs). The hierarchy of these networks is shown
on the vertical axis of Fig. 1. Some sensor devices are directly
connected to the WLAN via Wi-Fi [25], [46]. Especially in
the mobile deployment scenario, devices are directly con-
nected to a WAN via cellular connections [20], [59].

Another way to connect sensors is by WPAN technology,
as provided by Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4, or ZigBee. These
typically have a lower range than Wi-Fi or cellular connec-
tions, but are also more energy efficient. However, WPAN
technologies have limitations. For some applications, they do
not offer the necessary bitrates for the biomedical signals,
such as EEG or ECG (cf. Sect. III), especially if patients
wear several sensors. Furthermore, electromagnetic signal
transmissions are blocked by the body in some postures [11].
This either reduces the quality of the link or makes commu-
nications with in-body devices impossible.

To mitigate the challenges with WPANs, a specific
standard for wireless body area networks (WBAN) was
introduced with IEEE 802.15.6 [64]. It uses a one- or
two-hop star topology with only one hub as gateway to other
networks [11]. In addition, IEEE 802.15.6 proposes three
different physical layers that can be chosen for different
applications [64]. The narrow band physical layer provides
longer communication range, with slightly lower data rates
than someWPAN technologies [65]. The narrow band utilizes
existing frequency bands such as 402–405 MHz medical
device radiocommunications band (MICS) and 2.4–2.45 GHz
industrial, scientific and medical band (ISM). The ultra wide
band physical layer offers higher data rates than the narrow
band with low transmission power. This layer can also be
designed to achieve better energy consumption per bit than
the narrow band [66]. The human body communication layer
utilizes the galvanic coupling on the surface of the human
body for data transmissions. This eliminates antennas and
signal propagation problems. Additionally, it is considered to
be the most energy-efficient physical layer for high-data-rate
requirements [67].

Devices compliant with IEEE 802.15.6 devices are, to the
best of our knowledge, still under development [67], [68].
Existing systems referring to WBANs therefore usually uti-
lize WPAN standards, e.g. Bluetooth or IEEE 802.15.4,
which may be sufficient for some applications that do not
require high data rates or communications with in-body
devices.

B. DEVICE TYPES IN HEALTHCARE
Depending on the deployment scenarios of Fig. 1, differ-
ent devices and network nodes are involved. In the mobile
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TABLE 4. Reviewed healthcare applications, grouped by use case classes.

deployment scenario, mobile phones act as WPAN gateways
that connect directly to the WAN through cellular networks.
WBAN gateways, such as smartwatches, can be used as inter-
mediate nodes. Off-path nodes, for instance environmental
sensing equipment, are connected at the WPAN-level. In the

home deployment scenario, wireless routers act as gateways
fromWi-Fi to WAN. The sensing devices communicate via a
gateway on BAN- or PAN-level. This can be a specialized
device, for instance mounted in a belt or another item of
clothing, or it can be a mobile phone. Off-path computation
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nodes, like fall detection devices, are placed at LAN-level.
In the hospital deployment scenario, local data centers are
often available. On both LAN- and PAN-level there are other
off-path computation nodes like localization devices and sta-
tionary equipment in labs or operation rooms. Patients wear
proprietary devices which connect to specialized gateways
connectingWBAN orWPAN to the LAN. In the non-hospital
deployment scenario, e.g., a doctor’s office or a nursing home,
we typically see small local servers. Lab equipment or envi-
ronmental sensing devices act as off-path computation nodes.
Patients wear the same kind of non-intrusive sensing equip-
ment as identified in the home scenario. A patient in the trans-
port deployment scenario wears the same kind of proprietary
sensing equipment as in the hospital scenario. This connects
to a gateway on a WPAN network that acts as a bridge to a
WLAN router in the vehicle. The WLAN router connects to
the WAN through a cellular network while in transit. Medical
equipment and wired monitoring devices are connected on
LAN-level.

C. DEVELOPMENT PLATFORMS
For research and development, there is a wide variety of hard-
ware development platforms with wireless communication
with small form factors and low energy consumption. We list
some of them that are frequently referred to in literature.

• The Arduino is a low-cost platform used in many appli-
cation domains. It requires additional hardware mod-
ules for wireless communication [48]. nRF24L01 is
a low-cost radio transceiver module that can be used
with Arduino and other platforms. It is designed for
the 2.4 GHz ISM band and optimized for low energy
consumption [69].

• The MC13213 system is also based on an 8-bit proces-
sor, but has a higher clock rate of 4 MHz. It integrates
a 2.4 GHz transceiver module on the chip that supports
802.15.4 and ZigBee [49].

• Intel Edison is another system-on-chip (SoC) with inte-
grated Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 4 radio modules. With its
400 MHz processor it is suitable for computing power-
demanding applications like audio processing [47].

• CSEM’s Icycom is a platform with a 900 MHz ISM
band transceiver unit and a 16/32-bit microprocessor.
Its form factor is about 1 × 1 cm with low energy
consumption [70].

• Another SoC suitable for WPAN applications is the
nRF51822. This chip supports 2.4 GHz BLE and can
communicate with nRF24L01 providing that a BLE
stack is implemented for nRF24L01. Unlike nRF24L01,
the nRF51822 has an integrated 32-bit processor, yet it
still consumes low energy and comes in a tiny package
comparable to the nRF24L01 [71].

D. POSITIONING OF FOG COMPUTING TASKS
We also examined at which level of the network and in which
devices the reviewed papers place computation tasks. This is
summarized in the last column of Table 4. (A dash indicates
authors did not reveal enough information.)

Numerous approaches ( [20], [25], [28], [34], [48], [51])
place their computation task on a single node at either PAN-
or LAN-level. At this level, data is processed and forwarded
to higher levels and eventually to the cloud. There is a wide
variety of tasks. A typical use case is to collect and analyze
time-critical data, in order to achieve critical monitoring, like
fall detection [48]. Another example is [20], which describes
a sensing platform where a global task scheduler in the cloud
is offloading a computation strategy to a worker node in the
fog. This instructs the worker node to collect and filter only
the most important and relevant data.

Other approaches ( [26], [27], [47], [49], [53], [56], [61],
[63], [72]) utilize two or more fog-nodes on a direct path
between the sensor device and an access point to the cloud.
An example is described by López et al. [49]. They have
developed shirts with embedded sensors that collect physi-
ological data about the patient. The shirts include a wearable
data acquisition device that also acts as a BAN-gateway.
The device processes the data and sends it to a manage-
ment system at LAN level, where the data is further pro-
cessed and permanently stored. In addition, the management
receives data from a separate off-path location system, that
collects positioning data. In cases where several fog comput-
ing nodes are used, we observe that the node closest to the
sensor device is typically used for pre-processing or filtering.
In-depth analysis, contextualisation and local storage is usu-
ally done on a node located closer to the cloud, often
at LAN level.

We also observed approaches ( [46], [60]) which use a
gateway node at PAN or BAN-level for computation, and
where the node is capable of connecting to either LAN via
Wi-Fi or WAN via a cellular network connection. This is
especially useful for applications which need a high degree
of mobility, and where flexibility with regard to network
connectivity is important. Wac et al. [46] describe a scenario
where a patient is wearing one or more sensors along with
a mobile base unit, connected in a BAN. The base unit
collects, synchronizes, filters and processes the data, before
sending it further to a back-end server for storage via either
WLAN or a cellular network. Huang et al. [60] describe a
wearable sensor system where physiological data about the
patient are captured by on-body biomedical sensors, and then
encrypted locally before the data is sent to a mobile comput-
ing device (MCD) on a higher network tier. A separate system
of sensormotes sends environmental data. The combined data
sets are then captured and analyzed by the MCD before the
data is eventually sent to a back-end system for permanent
storage. The MCDs are also able to communicate with each
other via a cellular network. This case also shows that a fog
node can use different types of networks, depending on the
type of data it is sending.

VI. DISCUSSION
After performing our review and going through the use cases,
we conclude that fog computing, despite its potential, is still
in an early phase within healthcare, and only implemented
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partially, if at all. The main shortcoming of the collective
literature is that many of the works focus on isolated use
cases, and often only discuss infrastructures that are accord-
ingly specialized. Most use cases also only cover a single
deployment scenario. This leads to the lack of a unified view,
one that is required by the grander vision of fog computing
for healthcare as introduced earlier. We will come back to
this shortcoming, after discussing the various aspects of fog
computing in health care.

A. LOCUS OF COMPUTATION
Our survey in the previous section shows that computing
tasks occur at several levels of the network, from BAN to
cloud. This suggests that the distribution of computational
tasks should not simply be focused on a node’s hierarchical
level. The placement of offloading computing tasks within
an infrastructure is rather non-trivial. The different roles and
computing resources of available devices require a careful
consideration of the tradeoffs and complementarity between
possible options, bearing in mind target-levels of perfor-
mance like computational performance, latency limitations,
energy consumption and security, to name a few [23]. Even
though for some operations it may seem obvious that a
resource-powerful environment as provided by cloud com-
puting is preferred to another with fewer capabilities, con-
straints such as privacy may limit the number of available
options, and for instance block information from leaving the
hospital premises.

We have also observed that the health-specific deployment
scenarios have a significant impact on decisions related to the
implementation of the fog concept, despite the generalized
acceptance of fog computing anywhere between the cloud
and a device (c.f. IV-A). In health informatics, clear examples
of this impact are noticeable when comparing computation
of fog tasks within hospital premises, with other locations
where healthcare activities are also provided but where
less resources may be available (e.g., doctors’ offices and
nursing homes). Other examples include first-responders’
interventions in areas where access to typical communica-
tion and computing infrastructures may be extremely lim-
ited, creating new challenges and opportunities for fog
computing.

When considering the different levels at which offloading
can be performed, from the device to the cloud, enforcing
local processing (e.g., within a facility) may be of paramount
importance when reliability is discussed (c.f. VI-C). This
local processing does not invalidate the cooperation between
local nodes and outbound servers. In fact, they could overlap,
but it does provide additional guarantees in case of con-
nectivity loss to the exterior and may be a requirement for
critical systems. Privacy and regulations that can be coupled
to a given scenario, particularly in health informatics, may
however raise stricter constraints and require offloading tasks
to take place within certain restrictions (see VI-D).

B. LATENCY AND THROUGHPUT
Previous works shows that computation offloading offered
by fog computing, in nodes in the vicinity of constrained
devices, can reduce latency up to 2.88 times [73], when com-
pared against offloading to the cloud. This result is strongly
influenced by the existing local resources and the ones used
in the cloud which, with the steady increase of available
data bitrates and a wide coverage of 3/4th generation cel-
lular networks, should only depend on the amount of used
servers (i.e., access to the network infrastructure is almost
negligible). Nonetheless, the increasing number of nodes and
highly specialized sensors raises scalability concerns and
latency-sensitive applications may require improved mech-
anisms to handle the delay between the sensors and the
cloud [23].

Theoretically [74], using dedicated servers at the edge of
the network (e.g., cloudlets [75]), performance improvements
have been achieved but they disregard the pervasiveness
of IoT devices and their distinct characteristics. Addition-
ally, while it is intuitive that performing computing tasks
locally should improve latency, throughput and even energy
consumption [76], several technical challenges have to be
considered (e.g. VM or container deployment time, resource
management, among other aspects). In fact, these mecha-
nisms may be responsible for adverse effects, becoming a
burden to fog nodes and hindering the desired improve-
ments [22]. In many cases, we see that the benefit of reduced
latency is taken as granted, without a precise quantification
of the specific requirements and an evaluation of different
solutions.

Latency and throughput may be improved by fog comput-
ing through the reduction of the amount of data transmitted
between source and destination, relieving the core of the
network and the overall system [77]. This load reduction
may also reduce the likelihood of transmission errors and
can be achieved by performing computing tasks such as
filtering, feature extraction or even prediction [27], [76], [78].
Applications related to face and speech recognition require
large amount of data and it is shown that local computa-
tions can reduce latency [54]. However, the performance
improvement of resource-constrained devices will also rely
on devices being capable of bridging network technologies
(e.g. 802.15.4/6 with 802.11). Fog computing must be able
to leverage on the diversity of resource-constrained nodes
and their capabilities, throughout the hierarchy of network
infrastructures, in order to scale and provide faster response
times [74].

Even though the cloud is typically seen as the endpoint
for the data transmitted by a node, this data may actually
begin a new life-cycle within the cloud. For instance, it often
needs to be delivered to another node (e.g. an actuator or doc-
tor’s computer), after being appropriately processed. This
process within the cloud is prone to additional latency, but
fog computing can significantly increase the performance
of bandwidth-intensive and latency-sensitive applications
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when compared against a pure ‘‘node to cloud to node’’
solution [22], [27]. Ultimately the impact of latency and
related metrics (e.g. jitter), must be considered in the Quality
of Experience (QoE) registered by doctors and patients in
general.

C. DEPENDABILITY
The dependability of health applications is crucial, especially
for the use case classes of critical monitoring and critical
control (Sect. IV-C). Any single point of failure requires
careful consideration. With regard to cloud-based solutions,
the general availability of data centers is high, but outages are
still a problem, even with redundancy in place [79].

The network towards data centers may also be subject
to failures. Ultimately, any of the connections towards a
central data center in the different deployment scenarios
(Sect. IV-A) can fail, although some are more exposed than
others. Ambulances can drive through areas without cellular
coverage, or patients at home may loose connection to their
Wi-Fi routers. This raises the question to which degree cloud
services can be used for critical use cases. In the description
of many use cases we believe that these aspects are not
sufficiently addressed.

Local computation can be used to either completely replace
critical tasks done in data centers, or to use local processing
when there are limitations in the cloud [80]. An example
is feature extraction to analyze patient ECG data in real-
time [27], [49]. If caretakers rely on this function to monitor
the well-being of patients, the analysis must not be inter-
rupted. When done on a nearby gateway, it can also be
performed when the data center or the connection towards
it are down. For the use case class of data collection, where
it is only important that data eventually arrives at some data
base, fog nodes may also buffer data locally until it can be
transferred further.

Like the cloud, fog computing nodes are also subject
to failure. However, consequences and nature of failure
are different from that of cloud computing. Failures in the
cloud or the network towards it can affect an entire hospital.
In contrast, when resources of a lower network hierarchy
fail, consequences affect a smaller area, like hospital sec-
tions or single wards. Such minor incidents are often easier to
handle with respect to re-equipment or re-staffing. Also, fog
computing can lead to architectures with built-in redundancy
on a local level, with several fog computing nodes acting as
fault tolerant sets [80], which increases dependability.

D. SECURITY
Davies et al. [81] argue that privacy concerns due to ‘‘over-
centralisation’’ of IoT systems are a critical obstacle to their
growth. Even though data can be protected on its way into
the cloud and within data centers, a suitable strategy to
protect data is to avoid sending it off premisses in the first
place, and process it closer to its source [24]. The proximity
of fog devices, which can be placed within ones infras-
tructure, may introduce the required trust and enforce the
necessary privacy mechanisms that threat cloud computing

in critical scenarios. An example is an application to analyze
speech from patients with Parkinson’s disease [47]. Instead
of sending audio recordings into a data center, analysis hap-
pens locally, and only result metrics are forwarded. Privacy,
though, still remains an issue in more decentralized solutions
such as fog computing. Trust and authentication need to be
handled, particularly when considering multi-vendor equip-
ment and purely wireless devices. The decoupling between
nodes and access points, or gateways, opens the possibility
for rogue or compromised fog nodes to hinder the benefits of
locality [82], [83]. In order to achieve a decentralised network
between fog nodes andmobile nodes or sensors, interoperable
trust models must be established, as well as software and
physical security mechanisms to protect the networks and
their nodes. Another way to make offloading of computation
work on untrusted fog nodes is verifiable computing [84],
given that the computational tasks can be efficiently mapped
to the operations available under these conditions.

Fog nodes can also contribute to security functions.
As they often have more computational power than con-
strained sensor devices, they may assist with cryptographic
operations [85]. A link between a sensor device and a BAN
gateway may be protected by symmetric encryption, which
is supported by many embedded sensor nodes. The patient
data may be further secured by the BAN gateway using
schemes as proposed in [86], before sent further into the
network. Fog nodes may also host other security functions
such as intrusion detection [87], or explicit control of which
information may leave a location [81].

The pervasiveness of things and fog-capable technologies
will also introduce a new era for Human-Computer Inter-
action (HCI) and its relationship with the security of users
and their nodes. In addition to the wireless nature of devices,
which limits the users’ ability to identify the ‘‘next hop in
the loop,’’ the size or the lack of input/output peripherals in
some of them, creates new challenges. These systems will
require simple, yet robust, Authentication, Authorisation and
Accounting (AAA) mechanisms that do not compromise the
functionalities of devices and their mobility between different
networks.

E. AUTONOMIC FOG COMPUTING
Fog computing adds flexibility regarding where computation
can be placed. To mitigate the increased complexity coming
with this, dynamically managed behaviours are expected
in the IoT and fog computing paradigms [22], [24], avail-
ing existing resources and coordinating actions for over-
all improved performance. Context and scenario-specific
requirements are fundamental for enabling efficient and auto-
nomic management in fog computing, being aligned with
IoT in order to fully exploit its potential [88]. The use of
big data is particularly relevant as an enabler for context-
aware management [89], taking into account nodes and their
different roles in the infrastructure [90]. However, these
considerations must handle the heterogeneity of devices and
vendors without introducing unbearable overheads.
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Overall, the consideration of multiple parameters for
improving management in fog computing should scale with
the dissemination IoT devices and their distinct uses. This
requires nodes to take part in the decision-making process
when flexible reconfigurations are needed, without com-
promising their own purpose in the system. Such process
should promote node autonomy or self-awareness, together
with dynamic procedures triggered by standard pre-defined
protocols [63]. These standard mechanisms are important for
guaranteeing interoperability between devices [88], [91] and
‘‘cross the chasm’’ of the Internet of Things [81].

F. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Besides the energy spent for the actual sensing procedure,
the main energy consumers on sensor devices are compu-
tation and the transmission of data. Fog computing facili-
tates energy-efficient sensor devices by offloading expensive
computation. Hu et al. [75] show how offloading functionali-
ties to cloudlets improves the energy-consumption of mobile
devices significantly. These results are for mobile applica-
tions. For BANs, the cost for sending may be different, so that
the energy gains through less processing can be reduced by
increased cost for sending. Usually, fog computing nodes are
energy-rich, which is why they are suitable for offloading
in the first place. However, if fog nodes are mobile, like a
mobile phone in the mobile deployment scenario, there is
also a tradeoff between the energy consumption of the mobile
phone and the sensor device. Tradeoffs like these may require
autonomic reasoning in the device to determine in which
situation which strategy is most efficient.

G. INSIGHTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Despite some of the identified flaws and shortcomings in
literature, fog computing emerges as a necessary architectural
ingredient for ubiquitous computing. Due to the wide range of
applications and use cases that can be considered, the extent
to what offloading computing tasks can benefit health infor-
matics has still not been fully explored. But fog computing
has already proven its effectiveness in terms of bandwidth
utilization and latency, for example when considering ECG
feature extraction [27]. This is also backed by previous work
showing improvements in latency and energy consumption
resulting from offloading tasks from constrained devices to
more powerful nodes, using common networking solutions
such as Wi-Fi and 3/4G [68], [69]. The other main driver for
fog computing is dependability. No matter how connectivity
improves, outages can ultimately only be covered by com-
puting and storage closer to the sensors, which corresponds
to fog computing. Employing fog nodes enables the usage of
smarter and autonomous decisions at the fog layer, regardless
of cloud availability. This, however, presupposes interoper-
ability between heterogeneous devices and systems.

The possibility of introducing local data processing, adap-
tation and storage, enabled by fog computing, has also an
impact beyond security, latency and interoperability. It also
creates new possibilities for actuation, autonomous recon-

figuration, devices discovery, mobility and even energy effi-
ciency [92]. Examples of these new prospects include robotic
prescription dispensing and medication delivery [93], which
must consider medical data collection, formatting, analyz-
ing and storing, as well as the administration of medication
according to patients’ medical records, as we have seen for
instance with the COPD treatment system [52].

The successful dissemination of fog computing in health-
care will not only be influenced by its advantages. An addi-
tional driver are restrictions such as regulations imposed by,
for example, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). Fog computing may help users and
service-providers to overcome these restrictions. Fog nodes
may be used for providing a layer between the end-users,
service providers and the cloud, confining private or sensitive
health information within trusted devices [94].

We have seen the demand for computation between sensor
and cloud in virtually all use cases related to ubiquitous
healthcare. However, our review also revealed the lack of a
unified strategy or overall architecture for fog computing in
healthcare, and pervasive healthcare applications in general.
This lack of cohesion undermines the potential of IoT and
fog computing. Systems are often seen in isolation, since
creators of a specific system focus on isolated use cases,
deployment scenarios or sensor technology. Based on these
insights and identified shortcomings, we see demand in the
following areas for research and development:

1) STANDARDIZATION WITHIN HEALTHCARE
The challenge with most of the use cases we reviewed is that
they span across several devices, systems and deployment
domains, and therefore lack a single, well-defined stake-
holder. Even hospitals, which cover many use cases, may
not be sufficient since much of healthcare will also happen
outside of their scope. The Continua Alliance [95] is one
example for such standardization with special focus on per-
sonal health devices. In this context, it should be explored
whether and how fog computing can be utilized to increase
interoperability through its flexibility to offer computation,
i.e., by enabling a heterogeneous, service-based architecture
in which computation can take care of interoperability tasks.

2) STANDARDIZATION OF FOG COMPUTING MECHANISMS
The effort above will be facilitated with the availability of
standards and protocols for advertising and discovering com-
puting resources within fog environments, as well as offload-
ing computation. The OpenFog consortium [96], for instance,
though not a standardizing organization itself, works towards
this goal.

3) AUTONOMIC FOG MANAGEMENT
One challenge of the presented use cases is their complexity
regarding the system structure and components involved.
To be successful, such complexity must not lead to high
maintenance costs or come at the expense of usability.
Instead, solutions must be able to manage themselves, which
implies a degree of autonomy. Similar to the issue of inter-
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operability, fog computing can be both the subject of auto-
nomic management, and also contribute with solutions, for
instance by hosting the computation processes necessary for
autonomy. This represents both opportunities and challenges
for the area of autonomic computing.

4) CONNECTIVITY
The heterogeneity of devices and their communication tech-
nologies raise several challenges regarding connectivity.
This should be seamless between different solutions, cop-
ing not only with mobility but also with existing bitrate
and delay constraints. Additionally, networks should be non-
intrusive, requiring for instance the sharing of networking
resources or infrastructures.

5) SECURITY AND TRUST
Fog computing leads to more complex relationships among
the system nodes, especially sensor devices and fog comput-
ing nodes. Associations between nodes are dynamic. Apart
from all security questions relating to privacy of data and
safety of patients, this requires some form of trust man-
agement between these devices. Though trust models have
been applied in various areas, these also need to work with
the given complexity and dynamics of fog computing in
healthcare.

To fully exploit the fog computing concepts and pro-
vide better integrated health applications and their specific
requirements, the points above must be considered, both
across use case classes and across different deployment
scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Our review shows that there is a considerable number of
computing tasks, across different deployment scenarios and
application use cases, that can benefit from fog computing.
In fact, our review shows that computation is a necessary
element in almost all pervasive healthcare applications, and
that these tasks often need to be executed somewhere between
the sensors and the cloud. We provided an inventory of such
computing tasks, and have shown in which nodes within a
network they can be executed. The reviewed papers also show
that there is potential for computation at all network levels.

We have further discussed tradeoffs when placing com-
putation tasks in the network, and discussed benefits and
challenges of fog computing related to pervasive health appli-
cations. Sensor devices are often not powerful enough to do
such computation on their own, which is why they need to
offload computing tasks. On the other hand, cloud compu-
tation is often not a suitable solution for such offloading
due to restrictions regarding dependability, privacy con-
cerns or regulations. Fog computing, with its flexibility to
add computation as part of a network infrastructure, appears
therefore as a suitable concept to meet the requirements
of healthcare. Fog computing tasks can filter data, to help
preserve privacy or reduce load on the network. The locus of
execution can be adjusted to the current deployment scenario,
regulations and other requirements. Fog computing tasks
can also act as interoperability components, adapting spe-

cific sensor needs to standardized and harmonized interfaces.
In addition, with their ability to act closely to the users,
fog computing tasks add an important component to make
systems more dependable. To make these benefits effective,
however, it is necessary to lift focus from the individual
use cases towards more comprehensive architectures, as dis-
cussed above. This review and discussion is a signpost into
this direction, summarizing the wide span of deployment
scenarios, variety of requirements in future healthcare and the
variety of fog computing tasks.
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